
 

 

In the course of the project ‘ReCall’ a digital information and training tool for 

teachers at vocational schools in the retail sector will be developed. The 

Teacher-Training-Tool (TTT) trains teachers in the use of teacher-training-

arrangements in personal and social competencies. 

Using descriptive and targeted training materials for the practical application 

of the teaching-learning arrangements, teachers acquire the content through 

self-study with learning supportive accompaniment. 

The TTT and the integrated teaching-learning materials promoting self and 

social competencies are available as ‘Open Educational Resource’ (OER) on 

the internet. The OER ensures the sustainable use and spread of the training 

and the corresponding educational materials in the Europe-wide teacher 

training. 

 

1 ReCall 

2 Current project status 
The following illustration shows the current process of the project: 

 

After having taken into account the opinions of the experts (national social 

partners), the four TTT-areas (Team Competency, Dealing with Criticism, Time 

Management und Self-evaluation of strengths and weaknesses) were 

modified and then merged. The ReCall Newsletter 09/2016 summarizes the 

opinions stated by experts. It was important to merge digitally all parts of the 

TTT to render possible a discussion about the entire TTT with all partners 

involved. The second transnational meeting in Bergamo (Italy) allowed 

intense discussions about the TTT and its scope. The goal was to discuss 

qualitative, structural and country-specific issues and to document major final 

adaptions. All modifications were completed by end of November. Since 

December, the University of Cologne, being the central institution of 

coordination for this project, takes over the final quality audit including the 

optimization of the content and technical issues. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Je ein Partnerland war federführend verantwortlich für die Entwicklung eines TTT-
Schulungsbereichs.  
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SEITE 2 RECALL NEWSLETTER  

The welcome page gives 
an overview about the 
most important 
information concerning 
the TTT: ‘What is the 
TTT?’, ‘Training objectives 
of the TTT’ and further 
‘Information’. 
In addition, indications 
how to proceed within the 
TTT are given.  

 

3 Teacher-Training-Tool 

In the long term, the TTT 

can also be used in other 

areas of vocational 

education training or in 

different vocational fields 

because teachers are here 

demanded in the same 

way to teach self and 

social competencies. 

The following picture shows all partners of the project at the transnational 
meeting in Bergamo: 
 

 

Structure and course of action were conceived in a teacher-friendly way. 

The structure of the TTT enables the teacher to schedule his training in 

consideration to his individual needs. The TTT can be used everywhere and 

everytime (during spare lessons, at home, etc.).  

 

 

 

 

4 Next steps 

After optimizing the content and technical aspects, the whole TTT will be 

translated to German, Italian and Polish. From April 2017 to June 2017, the 

TTT will be tested by teachers in Germany, Italy and Poland. 

The next newsletter reporting the current state of research is due end of 

March 2017. 
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